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Don Juan Project 

The Don Juan tenement – EPC 2286 is located approximately 25 kilometres west of the town of Injune in 
central Queensland. The tenement is south of the Womblebank-Injune Road and west of the Carnarvon 
Highway. There is poor access over the tenure from the east due to the steep terrain. Much of the tenure is 
covered by a basalt plateau with shear sides and a relatively flat upper surface. Ground elevation is over 
850 metres above sea level with extreme elevation changes of over 300 metres within the tenement. The 
headwaters of Injune Creek drain to the east. 

EPC 2286 overlies the edge of the Eddystone (SG55-07) and Mitchell (SG55-11) 1:250 000 Topographic sheets. 
Regional gravity data collected by the Department of Mines and Energy (DME) in 2005 is freely available over 
and adjacent to EPC 2286. The EPC lies within five kilometres of the western limits of the Bowen-Surat gravity 
survey and data coverage to the west is sparse with station spacing exceeding 13 kilometres in parts. 
Airborne magnetic data quality is good, however the Bowen-Surat North survey flown in 2006 extends less 
than a few kilometres to the west of the EPC. 

Digital elevation and satellite imagery is available over the area using data provided on the 2008 NatMap 
Digital maps from Geoscience Australia. 

Seismic lines do not cross the entire EPC however several survey lines to the east provide sub-surface 
structures within and adjacent to the EPC. Seismic surveys include the South Denison, Killoran, Marengo, 
AD90, R83, R84, R85 and R86 surveys. Several petroleum wells have been drilled east of the tenement and 
recent coal seam gas wells have also been completed to the east.  
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Geology 

The surface geology of the project area is dominated by the Tertiary basalt forming a residual plateau over 
most of the EPC. Lithological units that are relevant to the EPC are listed in Table 1. Lower Cretaceous to 
Middle Jurassic sedimentary rocks occur throughout with the older units mainly in the north (Figure 1).  

The Merivale Syncline, a major depositional centre of the Denison Trough runs north-south through the EPC.  
The Merivale Fault lies to the east of the syncline and has been identified on seismic lines. The EPC is located 
to the west of the Roma Shelf in the southern end of the Denison Trough (Figure 2). The primary coal targets 
are the Juandah Coal Measures and Taroom Coal Measures however the overlying Springbok Sandstone 
Member and Westbourne Formation are also considered prospective (Biggs, et al., 2012). 

 

Table 1 – Geological Units Outcropping Within the Project Area 

Code Formation Age Lithology 

Tb ---- Tertiary Basalt flows 

Kli Minmi Member Lower Cretaceous Sandstone, siltstone, mudstone 

Kln Nullawurt Sst Member Lower Cretaceous Fine quartzose sandstone, siltstone, 
mudstone 

Klx Claravale Sst Member Lower Cretaceous Coarse quartzose sandstone, some siltstone 

J-Ks Southlands Formation 
Jurassic-

Cretaceous 
Sandstone, mudstone, siltstone  

Jug 
Gubberamunda 

Sandstone 
Upper Jurassic 

Quartzose sandstone, minor conglomerate, 
siltstone 

Juw 
Westbourne 
Formation 

Upper Jurassic 
Siltstone and mudstone, fine quartzose 

sandstone 

Js Springbok Sst Member 
Middle To Upper 

Jurassic 
Sandstone, siltstone,  carbonaceous 

mudstone, coal 

Jmb Birkhead Formation Middle Jurassic 
Sandstone, carbonaceous siltstone and 

mudstone, coal 
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Figure 1 – Surface Geology of the Project Area from the 1:250 000 Series Maps 

Source: Geological Survey of Queensland (compiled by QLD DNRM, formerly DEEDI) 2011 
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Figure 2 – Structural Elements – EPC 2286 

Modified After: Exon (1976)  
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Satellite Imagery 

The satellite image over the project shows the outline of the basalt plateau over the extent of the EPC 
(Figure 3). The trace of the Merivale Fault is not obvious on the satellite image. The east-west break in this 
fault correlates with topographic features but there is no evident of displacement on seismic sections that lie 
perpendicular to this lineament. There is some indication of an east-west change on both magnetic and 
gravity images. It is not possible to distinguish between the various sedimentary units and there is no surface 
expression of the faults indicated on seismic sections. 

 
Figure 3 – EPC 2286 – Satellite Image 

Source: Geoscience Australia NatMap Digital Data 2008 
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Seismic Data 

There are no seismic lines that cross the entire EPC. Seismic sections from the South Denison, Killoran, 
Marengo, AD90, R83, R84, R85 and R86 surveys were used to confirm the location of the Merivale Fault and 
to provide sub-surface structural information (Figure 4). Strong Permian basement reflectors appear on most 
sections and seismic horizons are generally flat. Very little information can be seen in the upper target layers.  

Depth to seismic horizons can be determined from several petroleum wells adjacent to the EPC. These 
provide average velocities to the various horizons picked on the seismic sections and can be used to estimate 
the formation depths. There is no surface evidence of faults or structures and fault locations are only 
interpreted from the seismic sections. 

 
Figure 4 – EPC 2286 – Seismic Lines 

Source: Queensland Department of Mines and Energy 
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Elevation Data 

Digital elevation contours have been produced using the published 9 second DEM data from Geoscience 
Australia. The elevation image is overlain with a 20 metre contour interval (Figure 5). The image indicates 
very steep topography however the contours generally follow the geological boundaries indicating relatively 
flat lying strata. A north easterly trend appears to cross the EPC in the vicinity of the break in the Merivale 
Fault. This trend approximates the north-west limit of the Roma Shelf. 

 

Figure 5 – DEM with 20 metre Contour 
Source: 9 Sec DEM – Geoscience Australia 
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Gravity 

The broad nature of the gravity anomalies within and adjacent to the tenement indicate a low density 
basement and the gravity image over the tenement area provides little shallow subsurface structural 
information. 

A moderate gravity ridge adjacent to the north east boundary of the tenement appears coincident with the 
Merivale Fault. There is no evidence in the seismic data to indicate that the higher gravity values are due to 
lithological changes associated with the fault. There is no correlation between shallow structures interpreted 
on the seismic sections and the gravity response. 

Basement rocks in this area are volcanics and granites that form part of the Roma Shelf. Granite was 
intersected in AGL Mount Hutton 1, drilled to a depth of 1176.5 metres in 1989. This well lies approximately 7 
kilometres to the north east of the tenement in a large area of low response on the gravity image. A relatively 
consistent granitic/volcanic basement below the Surat and Bowen Basin strata is expected to extend 
throughout the region corresponding with the gravity low. The gravity response is more indicative of the 
nature of the basement rocks rather than the thickness of the overlying sedimentary rocks. 

 

Figure 6 – Regional Gravity Survey 
Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2007)  
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Magnetics 

The magnetic data over the project area indicates areas of basalt, but provides no information on structures 
within the adjacent sedimentary rocks (Figure 7). There is a general north west – south east trend possibly 
related to basin geometry that will have an unknown effect on shallow structures within the tenement. There 
is no correlation with shallow structures interpreted on seismic sections. 

 
Figure 7 – Regional Aeromagnetic Survey   

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2009)  
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Radiometrics 

The radiometric data over the project area indicates areas of basalt, and several of the rock units have a 
characteristic colour response that correlates with the mapped geology (Figure 8). The easterly extent of the 
Westbourne Formation (Juw) appears to be limited by the Merivale Fault north of the Don Juan drill holes. 
The displacement on the fault decreases in the south to the extent that the fault cannot be detected on the 
seismic sections. The radiometrics indicates that the Westbourne Formation is more extensive east of the 
fault where the displacement is least. Displacement on the fault is likely to be up to the east with younger 
strata removed relative to a consistent thickness of strata to the west. 

 
Figure 8 – Radiometric Image   

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2009)  
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Structural Interpretation 

 
There are no features on the magnetic and gravity image that relate to near surface structures. Anomalies 
displayed on these images are the response from known basalt outcrop or deep bodies that do not affect the 
target strata. The satellite image does not indicate surface structures or outcrop patterns that could provide 
information from geological mapping. 
 
The north-south Merivale Fault is the most significant structure in the area and several of the seismic lines 
show faulted structures within the upper horizons and show the Merivale Fault to the east of the EPC. 
Seismic horizons within the deeper sections (>0.4 secs TWT) are generally flat lying and are continuous over 
many kilometres with very few minor dislocations. The upper seismic horizons (<0.2 secs TWT) are generally 
discontinuous and rarely provide a confident tie with drill hole intersections. 
 
Killoran seismic line 85-K502 runs north-west south-east and is approximately 6 kilometres long. It crosses 
the north east of the EPC and provides an example of the vertical displacement on the Merivale Fault (up to 
the east) (Figure 9). Killoran 1 petroleum well is located within one kilometre of the seismic line. The 
strongest reflectors on the up-thrown side are approximately 0.35 seconds (TWT) and possibly the top of the 
Precipice Sandstone. A reference datum of +450 metres has been used in the seismic survey. 
 

 
Figure 9 – Seismic Profile Line 85-K502 

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2011) 

 
The throw of the Merivale fault decreases to the south and can be seen on the far western end of seismic 
line AD90-23 (Figure 10) and diminishes further to the south on seismic line Marengo 88-M22 (Figure 11). 
The location of the Merivale Fault on line 88-M22 is close to the eastern edge of EPC 2286 but would not 
affect the structure within the EPC. A second fault that disrupts the deeper seismic horizon can be seen on 
the seismic profile within the tenement area. The throw on this fault is in the opposite direction to the 
Merivale Fault (up to the west) and coincides with the southern edge of a ridge running from the basalt 
plateau. 
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Figure 10 – Seismic Profile Line AD90-23 

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2011) 

 

 
Figure 11 – Seismic Profile Marengo Line 88-M22 

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2011) 

 
 
The east-west fault that indicates a dislocation in the Merivale Fault near the centre of the EPC may in fact be 
part of a larger east-west structure crossing the area. The Merivale Fault can be identified on the western 
ends of seismic lines 83-E325, AD90-23 and 88-M22. However there is very little indication of this fault on 
line R86-201 (Figure 12), and no evidence of the Merivale Fault south of the cross fault on any of the lines 
from the R86 seismic survey south of this line (east-west lines R86- 203, 207, 209, 211 and 213). 
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Figure 12 – Seismic Profile Line R86-201 

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2011) 

 
The first indication of a major fault occurs over 8 kilometres to the south on east-west seismic line R85-133 
(Figure 13), and it is possible that this fault is present in the southern portion of the EPC. The throw on this 
fault is in the same direction (up to the east) to that of the Merivale Fault in the north. Although a fault is 
shown on the geology map to the south east of the EPC, no significant structures are evident on the seismic 
lines in the area. 
 

 
Figure 13 – Seismic Profile Line R85-133 

Source: Queensland Government Department of Mines and Energy (2011) 
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Conclusions 

There is very little structural information available from surface observations and satellite imagery. The 
current regional geophysical data are of poor resolution or of too wide spacing to provide information in the 
near surface targeted sedimentary layers. The response from the magnetic and gravity surveys reflects 
changes in the nature and composition of the basement or deep basement structures at depths of over 
4 kilometres, and does not indicate sediment thickness to prospective coal bearing horizons. Geophysical 
images do not show structures identified on the shallow seismic sections. 
 
Seismic sections indicate that adjacent to the EPC, the deeper seismic horizons are continuous, relatively flat 
lying and have few apparent large scale structures. Shallow reflectors from the Juandah Coal Measures are 
apparent on some sections, but these are not continuous and generally fall within the surface noise on the 
seismic section. Greater resolution may be possible through reprocessing of the older seismic data. 
 
The north-south Merivale Fault is the major structure in the area and although generally east of the 
tenement, it occurs within the EPC near petroleum well Killoran 1. This fault is reported to be easterly 
dipping with a significant up-throw to the east. The vertical displacement decreases to the south to the 
extent that the fault cannot be seen on the southern east-west seismic lines adjacent to the EPC (R85 and 
R86 seismic lines). 
 
The strongest deep reflectors on the seismic sections, most likely from near the top of the Precipice 
Sandstone, vary from about 0.7 seconds (TWT) on the Killoran seismic lines to around 0.4 seconds (TWT) on 
the west of line Marengo 88-M22 near the centre of the EPC. The overlying strata are generally flat lying and 
this change would equate to a shallowing for most strata of approximately 400 metres (0.15 seconds at 2,800 
metres/second) from north to south over the northern half of the EPC. North-south seismic lines adjacent to 
the south of the EPC vary between 0.4 and 0.5 seconds (TWT) indicating a gentle dip to the south. 
 
Radiometric data shows the Westbourne Formation does not extend east of the Merivale Fault where 
vertical displacement is greatest, but does occur east of the fault where the displacement on the fault is least 
or nonexistent. This may indicate vertical movement has been upwards east of the fault relative to the west. 
 
 Discontinuation of the fault coincides with a mapped cross fault and a possible east-west regional structure 
interpreted from the regional magnetic and gravity data. It is possible the fault has been offset by this 
lineament however there is no evidence of this on north-south seismic lines intersecting the approximate 
position of the structure. It is possible this structure corresponds with the north-west edge of the Roma 
Shelf. 
 
Steep topography and limited access may have prevented continuous seismic profiling over the area in the 
past and will present a major problem with any proposed seismic and drilling programs. 
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